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Executive Summary
Investigation of Uranus and Neptune, via orbiter and atmospheric probes, is required to answer pressing science questions that have been raised in previous Decadal Surveys. As the Ice Giants are the farthest planets from Earth, traditional fully-propulsive orbit insertion missions would require a large amount of propellant, leaving less mass for the scientific payload; additionally, transit time to the planetary bodies near 13-15 years. Aerocapture uses aerodynamic forces generated by flight within a planetary atmosphere to decelerate and achieve orbit insertion. Although, aerocapture has not been used in the past, recent developments in thermal protection systems, guidance and control, and navigation capabilities enable the use of rigid, heritage entry vehicle configurations already flown at other planetary bodies for Ice Giants aerocapture. With the addition of these recent capabilities, aerocapture can robustly deliver spacecraft to Ice Giant orbits, while substantially increasing on-orbit payload mass (more than 40%) and reducing the transit time by 2-5 years (15-30%) relative to fully-propulsive orbit insertion.

I. Motivation for Uranus and Neptune Missions
Uranus and Neptune, the Ice Giants, are continuously identified as high-priority science targets, including in the last Decadal Survey. To date, they have only been visited by the Voyager 2, during its flyby in the 1980s. Much of our knowledge about them come from these brief encounters. Understanding how the Ice Giants formed and evolved is key to unlocking the history of our solar system and comprehending the mechanisms behind planetary formation. Current planetary formation models show a low probability that Uranus and Neptune should exist, yet many of the discovered exoplanets are a similar size to the Ice Giants. In addition to the planets themselves, their systems (i.e. moons, rings, and magnetosphere) provide an exceptional opportunity for new discoveries. Neptune’s moon Triton, in particular, is thought to be a captured Kuiper Belt object and may harbor an active subsurface ocean that could contain extant life.

Given all that needs to be understood at the Ice Giants, a robust and comprehensive science payload is needed, which is fulfilled by having both orbiter and probe elements. Previous studies have indicated the need for an orbiter with a narrow-and wide-angle camera, imaging spectrometer, magnetometer, mass spectrometer, and detectors for plasma waves, plasma and energetic particles, and dust. In addition, an in-situ atmospheric probe is needed to sample the atmosphere and understand the chemical composition. While past studies have released the probe on approach to decrease spacecraft mass and thus the amount of propellant required, it is preferable that the probe is carried to orbit, so that the science team can utilize on-orbit observations and choose a probe target location to maximize science return.

Ice Giants missions are difficult due to the remoteness of their destinations from Earth (~20 AU for Uranus and ~30 AU for Neptune), and the large orbit insertion ΔV requirement for trajectories that reach the planets in a reasonable amount of time (<13 years). This in turn results in propulsion system and propellant masses that severely limit available science payload mass and scientific value of the missions. If atmospheric forces reduce the propulsive needs, more mass can be allocated to the science instrumentation and an atmospheric probe, both of which are critical for the mission. Therefore, decreasing the required propellant mass of Ice Giant mission designs can greatly enhance the science value for Uranus and Neptune missions.
II. Aerocapture as an Enhancing Technology for Ice Giants Missions

Aerocapture is a promising aeroassist orbital insertion technique which utilizes a single pass through the planetary atmosphere to dissipate enough orbital energy for planetary capture. Small propulsive maneuvers after the aerocapture maneuver correct any insertion errors. Aerocapture is an enhancing technology for science mission at Uranus and Neptune. It can increase the science payload delivered to orbit, can reduce interplanetary transit time, and should also provide a cost benefit. Aerocapture for the Ice Giants has been studied at length. Early studies proposed aeroassist techniques for orbital transfers at different planetary bodies [1-3]. These studies laid the foundation in the scientific community of aerocapture as an orbit insertion technique. At Neptune, large inflated drag surfaces for aerocapture were investigated [4-5]. NASA conducted systems analysis for aerocapture design reference missions at Venus [6], Mars [7], Titan [8], and Neptune [9]. In particular, the Neptune study investigated orbit insertion into a highly elliptical retrograde orbit to enable orbiter flyby of Triton, while deploying two atmospheric probes prior to aerocapture. However, in order to achieve the control authority to conduct aerocapture given the limited atmospheric knowledge and higher approach navigation uncertainty, a new, high lift design for the entry vehicle was selected. The study demonstrated the feasibility and robustness of aerocapture, but the drawback was the design and qualification of a new entry vehicle configuration.

Historically, fully-propulsive options have been used for planetary orbiters. Studies have shown that for the same launch vehicle, aerocapture can deliver more mass to orbit than a fully-propulsive orbit insertion design [9,10]. Aerocapture allows for flexibility in the necessary arrival conditions at Uranus and Neptune as the interplanetary trajectory could be faster than traditional designs since the aerocapture maneuver can attain a large ΔV during the atmospheric segment [11]. This in turn allows for shorter transit times and for science data return to occur earlier [12]. For these short transit time trajectories, the fully-propulsive design may require an increased propellant mass that eliminates mass dedicated to science payload or require a higher performance launch vehicle. Figure 1 shows the benefit of aerocapture trajectories over fully-propulsive orbit insertion maneuvers, especially emphasizing that certain transit times are not feasible without aerocapture [13]. Aerocapture can allow for reduced launch costs without significant compromise to the delivered science payload. Moreover, as an added benefit, in situ atmospheric data can be captured during the atmospheric flight portion of aerocapture, yielding valuable science data.

Studies looking at aerocapture for Ice Giants have consistently shown to deliver more on-orbit science payload (more than 40%) over traditional fully-propulsive planetary insertion maneuvers and the interplanetary trajectories are 2 to 5 years shorter [9,13]. However, when these studies were considered 15 years ago, the aerocapture technologies, especially in the realm of
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thermal protection system (TPS), guidance, control, and navigation meant a new class of entry vehicle would have to be developed to meet the goals for Ice Giants missions. Recent developments in these technology areas show that aerocapture at the Ice Giants may not require a new class of entry vehicles. In fact, these new technological capabilities make heritage entry vehicle configuration flown at Earth, Mars, Venus, Titan, and Jupiter feasible for conducting aerocapture at the Ice Giants with robust performance.

III. New Capabilities Make Aerocapture Feasible with Heritage Entry Configurations

Capability 1. New TPS materials have been developed which meet requirements for Uranus and Neptune aerocapture

Aerocapture requires an integrated TPS to protect the spacecraft from thermal and mechanical loads generated during entry. Mass efficient and robust TPS is needed as every amount allocated to TPS reduces the allocation for the payload, while any TPS failure will result in a loss of mission. Ice Giants missions, due to the large ΔV required for orbit insertion, require a combination of ablative and insulative TPS that can endure high heat rate, stagnation pressure, heat load for mass efficient design. Heatshield for Extreme Entry Environment Technology (HEEET) is a new mass efficient and robust TPS that is capable of supporting Ice Giants Missions [14]. HEEET was developed with Ice Giants probe missions in mind, as heritage carbon phenolic used for missions like Jupiter Galileo, is no longer available and would not be as mass efficient as HEEET. HEEET has been matured to Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 6, needed for a number of destinations including Venus and Saturn, and a variant of HEEET is the baseline for the Mars Sample Return (MSR) Earth Entry Vehicle (EEV). A companion white paper [15] provides recommendations about why and how HEEET and Phenolic Impregnated Carbon Ablator (PICA) will be sustained by NASA, as these TPS materials enable various planetary in-situ missions in the coming decades. Additionally, Ref[16] discusses recent TPS development specifically geared for the Outer Planets, including the Ice Planets.

In support for this paper, a TPS sizing study with HEEET was conducted with a range of potential aerocapture configurations for the Ice Giant planets. Ref[16] contains the detailed results of the exercise, in which vehicles with ballistic coefficients in the range of 75–350 kg/m² (a large variety that encompasses many potential Ice Giant orbiter and probe configurations) and a range of potential arrival velocities to the Ice Giants for the 2030-2040 time period were considered. The approach taken was to perform bounding analyses, where the aerocapture vehicle was flown with the lift force vector up or lift force vector down within the atmosphere to capture potential variations in heat flux, heat load, peak sensed acceleration, and peak stagnation pressure. These conditions provided guidance for the choice of TPS materials. Peak stagnation heat flux of the order 200 to 3300 W/cm² and peak stagnation pressure between 0.015 to 1.25 atm were observed. Although PICA could be used for some of the lower arrival velocity conditions, the only TPS capable for the full range is HEEET in its insulting and dual layer variants. A conclusion from the study is that HEEET is very capable of meeting the broad range of conditions and for typical ballistic coefficients expected of aerocapture missions to the Ice Giants (150 kg/m²) and the fully margined TPS mass fraction will be of the order of 20 to 40% with just an insulating layer of HEEET for TPS.

Capability 2. Guidance and control schemes have been developed that enable aerocapture under robust conditions with existing entry vehicle configuration
Past studies that have considered aerocapture for the Ice Giants have noted the need for higher control authority for a robust aerocapture trajectory [9,17]. These studies have usually shown the need for a newer class of entry vehicle that has higher lift-to-drag ratios, like an ellipsoid, but these vehicles are conceptual and hardware does not exist. Some of the reasons for the need for a larger control authority have been the uncertainty in the knowledge of atmospheric properties of the Ice Giants planets and the uncertainty of the arrival conditions at atmospheric entry, due to the uncertainty in interplanetary navigation, especially with the ephemeris of the planets. The second topic is discussed in the next section. However, recent work with modern guidance and control schemes have shown that robust aerocapture can be performed at the Ice Giants with lower control authority provided by heritage entry vehicle configurations, even with large atmospheric uncertainties.

Uncertainty in atmospheric conditions is still a key sensitivity for aerocapture guidance schemes that command the spacecraft during the aeroassist maneuver. However, the sensitivity can be lessened by using predictor-corrector algorithms that can adapt with the knowledge of the atmosphere during the inbound portion of the aerocapture maneuver. In the past, Ice Giants aerocapture studies had considered analytical algorithms that were tuned a-priori for flight to target exit conditions and had an assumption of the atmospheric profile built-in to the parameters. Large control authority was needed by the spacecraft to adjust the trajectory when atmospheric and ensuing aerodynamic conditions were different from the reference trajectory. Predictor-corrector algorithms, which are proposed for human-scale flights, like Orion, continue adjusting their commanded profiles throughout the atmospheric flight and can adapt when conditions are different from a-priori generated reference profiles. Although there are higher computation complexity associated with these algorithms, but recent studies have also shown that for similar situations, predictor-corrector schemes can accomplish the aerocapture maneuver with less fuel required for the clean-up burns [18,19].

Moreover, past studies had focused on a control mechanism known as bank angle modulation (BAM), where the vehicle clocks around the velocity vector to rotate the trimmed aerodynamic lift force around the vehicle to provide the necessary control force. The BAM method has been applied previously in planetary missions but rotating the lift force vector alone may not offer enough control authority during aerocapture in uncertain atmospheres. However, since the past studies from Ref. [9], development has occurred in other control mechanisms such as drag modulation (DM) and direct force control (DFC). In DM, instead of controlling the lift force, the vehicle changes the effective drag force on the vehicle to achieve the necessary ΔV during the aerocapture maneuver. Multiple methods exist for achieving the differential drag, including towing an inflatable behind the vehicle [20], having a larger aeroshell that is jettisoned at an opportune time during the aeroassist maneuver [21], or having a mechanism that can continuously change the aerodynamic shape of the vehicle to generate the required drag force. The DFC method directly controls the vehicle angle-of-attack and hence the lift and drag forces so the spacecraft can target the appropriate force at various stages of aerocapture. Mechanisms that allow for DFC include aerodynamic flaps [22] that have been considered for various planetary applications and center-of-mass movement, which has been demonstrated in Earth-based applications [23].

Recent studies that considered advances in guidance algorithms and control mechanisms show that heritage vehicle configurations with lower lift-to-drag capabilities (lower than 0.4) can still robustly accomplish aerocapture at the Ice Giants, where atmospheric uncertainty is large. Compared to past studies where a new vehicle development would be necessary for aerocapture,
the new guidance and control strategies allow existing entry vehicles to make Ice Giants aerocapture feasible.

**Capability 3. New navigation abilities improve vehicle state knowledge for Outer Planet missions**

Navigation to the Ice Giants employs standard radiometric tracking from the Deep Space Network augmented by optical navigation (OpNav), as was done on the Voyager 2 spacecraft in its encounter with Uranus and Neptune. OpNav is a technique that uses an onboard camera to image a planetary body with respect to the background stars, which in turn improves the knowledge of the angular position of the spacecraft with respect to the planetary body. The updated relative angular position along with standard radiometric tracking data vastly improves the knowledge of the spacecraft trajectory with respect to a planetary body and is required for outer planet missions where the uncertainty in the planetary body’s ephemeris is a dominant error source. Currently, most navigation, including OpNav, is ground-based, requiring many hours to days to turn ground-received navigation data into commands for maneuvering the spacecraft. This is particularly an issue with Ice Giants where the round-trip communication time is over 8 hours. Using standard ground-based navigation from the Deep Space Network, the uncertainty in the knowledge of the entry flight path angle is larger than the control capability of lower lift-to-drag ratio vehicles like existing entry vehicles. Navigation uncertainty is one of the main reasons past Ice Giants aerocapture studies [9], have recommended the development of higher lift-to-drag entry vehicles.

However, recent advances in onboard autonomous optical navigation (AutoNav) can substantially improve navigation performance [24]. AutoNav places the processing of onboard images, filtering the data into an orbit solution, and computing maneuvers, on the spacecraft, introducing the capability to act on late-breaking navigation information to perform trajectory corrections. Since the optical data accuracy increases linearly with decreasing distance, information from hours to minutes prior to entry can be used to control the trajectory.

Recent work has shown that the improved navigational uncertainty by itself lowers the necessary lift-to-drag ratio needed for robust aerocapture performance at the Ice Giants [13]. Even without the need for newer guidance and control mechanisms, the results show successful aerocapture and very low ΔV requirements with lift-to-drag ratios that are achievable by heritage entry vehicle configuration. With the addition of other guidance and control capabilities discussed earlier, aerocapture with heritage entry vehicle configuration will provide a large mass and transit time savings compared to fully-propulsive alternatives.

**IV. Why Is Aerocapture Ready for Ice Giant Missions**

The previous sections discussed the enhancing nature of aerocapture especially for Ice Giant missions where aerocapture can increase on-orbit mass and decrease transit time. So, it is appropriate to also address perceived challenges of aerocapture that have prevented it from being considered as the baseline reference for past Ice Giants mission proposals.

Although aerocapture risk has long been debated in the planetary science and entry communities, this risk must be considered in the context of current and past missions, policies, and organizational cultures. The most relevant historical perspective involves aerocapture at Mars. NASA accepted aerocapture as the baseline mission mode for the proposed Mars 2001 Orbiter mission and this mission matured to Phase B but was then cancelled in the wake of the Mars Polar Lander and Mars Climate Orbiter failures in 1999. Since then NASA has pursued a more conservative approach, especially for entry, descent and landing (EDL) systems where only
incremental changes have been made to the 1970’s Viking-heritage EDL only when deemed necessary.

Additionally, aerocapture has been shown to have less risk than aerobraking, another aeroassist maneuver where the spacecraft is captured in a highly elliptical orbit with fully-propulsive orbit insertion and then the target orbit is achieved with multiple passes through the atmosphere. Aerobraking is a currently-accepted maneuver used for multiple orbiter insertions since the Mars Global Surveyor mission and was accepted by NASA after demonstration of the maneuver after the primary mission objectives of the Venus Magellan mission were completed. However, when aerocapture was compared to aerobraking in a probabilistic risk assessment [25], aerocapture was found to have numerically lower risk and had a comparable risk factor to fully-propulsive orbit insertion. Compared to aerobraking’s high sensitivity to guidance, navigation, and control errors during deep dip operations, aerocapture’s sensitivity to atmospheric uncertainties are smaller as the on-board guidance can adapt during flight and the spacecraft can correct execution errors with small ΔV that can be applied at atmospheric exit.

It is also important to note that the aerocapture maneuver is much less complex than EDL. Aerocapture is contained within the hypersonic flight regime, so that instabilities and staging events that occur in supersonic and subsonic regimes do not apply. Jettisoning of the heatshield outside the atmosphere is the only staging event and it is similar to launch shroud separation. If an aerocapture maneuver is not executed perfectly, the consequence is a higher or lower exit altitude than desired. The off-nominal altitude can be remedied by carrying contingency propellant, still a tiny fraction compared to what would be required for fully-propulsive insertion or aerobraking.

The uncertainty in aerocapture development comes from two subsystems: TPS and guidance algorithms [26]. With the development of HEEET and PICA, NASA has solutions for most planetary entry and aerocapture needs, and a minimum number of materials to sustain. Therefore, TPS for aerocapture applications would no longer be considered a key technology need. Similarly, hypersonic guidance implementation has improved since these past studies. Mars Science Laboratory successfully used hypersonic guidance to precisely target the parachute deployment condition during EDL, a problem with more exacting constraints than planetary aerocapture. Hypersonic guidance and numerical predictor-corrector algorithms have also been demonstrated during NASA’s Exploration Flight Test 1. In the next few years, Artemis-I, scheduled for a Lunar return flight test, will further bolster the confidence in the feasibility of the guidance approach. Thus, even without a specific demonstration of aerocapture guidance, the performance of the method can be bounded by successful demonstration of similar and more stringent surrogates.

Aerocapture missions also face the challenge of packaging an orbiter with a large high-gain antenna and radioisotope power systems needed for Ice Giant missions within the confines of a closed entry capsule. These concerns have been ameliorated by some recent work [27], where a flagship-class Uranus orbiter, with radioisotope power systems and high-gain antenna, and entry probe were packaged with a heritage blunt-body entry configuration.

It should be recognized that an aerocapture system will be designed using the same heritage tools and methodologies that have been applied to designing every successful NASA EDL system since Mars Pathfinder. The models that are incorporated into the system simulation, as well as the efficiency of the overall process, have improved greatly over the past 20 years. Each uncertainty, whether environmental or vehicular, is accounted for in a robust way with appropriate margins for
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the uncertainties. All of the features of aerocapture, together with the expertise and technology advancement that has been developed over NASA’s EDL missions of the past 20 years, should give high confidence in the ability to successfully apply aerocapture to planetary science destinations, especially for Ice Giants missions, where aerocapture provides a tremendous advantage in on-orbit mass and transit time. A companion paper to this white paper describes the applicability of aerocapture to a wide array of planetary science missions [28].
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